A ghillie suit is in effect, a costume that, when draped over an assassin, serves to dissolve the subject's discernible edge into the larger natural theater of traveling moss, leaves, branches, and poetic ramblmgs of landscape. The course of my investigations regarding the transformation of a subject into omnipotent viewer coincided with a reconsideration of the Hudson River School in defining the American picturesque as an effeminate, benevolent promise held within the American Experiment, The adjacency of these preoccupations inevitably suffered a crosscontamination of concerns consequently producing a third, chimerical construct that became the source of my artwork.
bate while displaying virility, 1 and effeminate while maintaining the role of creative genius claimed by the masculine. 2 I will go no further in stretching similarities between the landscape painter and the assassin other than to say that these paired androgynous subjects share the burden of omnipotence and prophetic capacity as seen through their own particular scope with some degree of violence when looking at, representing, and determining a subject's temporality.
The forests of the lived world as well as the allegorical are used for hiding. The forest, the pine barrens, tropical vegetation etc, are useful to both survivalist and poet in the performance of disappearing acts. Through a series of video documentation and photographic portraits, I have constructed a narrative that follows the Ghillie from its obscurity within the forest, a selfdestructive necessity to detach itself from the picturesque, and ultimately the desire for gender specificity once this is accomplished. The Ghillie's first experience within its new urban landscape is the newly found ability to create modern primitives in the form of black crystalline models. The Ghillie does this by heaving and purging black mucus that contains the more defined sculptures that accumulate and form a plan view of a designed city. This purging was of interest to me in part by the physical responses to irrecoverable loss, which include the subject's necessity to vomit when The Real becomes greater than one's own conceptual capacity. The Ghillie becomes the grieving subject as one that has literally been inverted by the scalessness of The Real. The Ghillie struggles with this and becomes a poet.
The Ghillie then moves into public and social space treating them more as test sites for activity Among the activities described, included are a choreographed performance in a grocery store, an operatic encounter with post-modern architecture, more purging, and falling in love with a woman. In Emile Zola's novel L'Oeuvre his character Claude Lantier (the fictive Cezanne) moves from being the naive painter to falling in love with his model. As consequence to this relish of love. Lantier undergoes castration of his creativity as he struggles to make a single work of art and is unable to complete a single mas-terpiece.
The Ghillie is guarded from Zola's knife behind a veil of ambiguity, being of neither sex, and by straddling the psychosexual with angelic conformation. The phallicism of the angel is unresolved but undoubtedly remains an agency of power. Likewise, the narrative that I have constructed remains unresolved and allows the viewer to take liberties in imagining scores of alternate endings. As for the ending to this writing exercise, I hope that it may have incited the possibility that text already lies over the image world like a Ghillie Notes: 1 Karl Westphal, "Kontrare Sexualempfindung," in Sexual Inversion, ed. Havelock Ellis (New York: Arno, 1975), The German physician Karl Westphal in 1869 invented the term "contrary sexual feeling" to describe homosexuality and mental illness.
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Along with the expectation of a successful performance, both are subject to a tumbling of variant gender roles that may be best described as a cartwheel of the collective gender both as a display of brute force and grace while literally turning the subject on its head and back again.
2_ "The Undivided ": Night vision surveilance follows the Ghillie in pursuit
